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ABSTRACT

Turbulence and transport due to fully toroidal ion temperature gradient

driven drift waves and a new collisionless trapped electron mode have

been studied by mode coupling simulations and quasilinear theory.

L'iffusion coefficients in good agreement with the simulations have been

obtained. A tendency for equilibration of temperature and density length

scales leads to particle or heat pinch effects in agreement with

experimental trends.



1 . INTRODUCTION

Tokamak transport in the high density regime has recently attracted strong

interest.1"3 Several experimental results such as the saturation of the neo-

Alcator scaling with density at levels of energy confinement time far below

the neoclassical4 and an improvement of the confinement for peaked

density profiles seems to be explained by theory.5"6 Also the improvement

for very flat density profiles (H-mode) seems to be reasonable from a theo-

retical point of view although here the situation becomes particularly sen-

sitive to the ion temperature profile.^-7"11 The mode involved in explaining

the high density transport is of a very fundamental nature in that it limits

the ratio, r\, of density to temperature length scales. The instability is of a

reactive fluid type which involves the whole plasma and is independent of

dissipation. Although often classified as a drift mode, it has its maximum

growthrate for wavelengths much larger than the ion Larmor radius. This

enhances the transport. Since the minimum threshold in rn is typically

around 1 for Te = Tj when kinetic9 or fully toroidal fluid models12 are used,

the instability has a tendency to equilibrate Lji and Ln (Lj = (dlnj/dr)"1),

thereby adjusting the profiles towards marginal stability.13 This can also

be considered as a mechanism for profile consistency.14 As long as a

purely dissipation free model is used without electron trapping this equili-

bration is accomplished only with outgoing heat flux. In the presence of

dissipation, however, it has been found that the slab branch of the m mode

can give inward particle diffusion in the edge region, thereby speeding up

the equilibration.15



The tendency for anomalous equilibration of the inhomogeneity scales Ln

and LT on a shorter time scale than the overall relaxation is similar to the

equilibration of Te and Tj in large systems and makes sense from a

thermodynamic point of view. The pure ideal TH mode theory, however, is

not able to produce a particle transport. Neither can it cause equilibration

or even an overall relaxation in cases when LT > Ln (rj < 1). This is,

however, no longer true when electron trapping is included.

In the present work we have included electron trapping in the collisionless

limit en the toroidal ion temperature gradient mode. This is done by using

a fully toroidal fluid model12-16 previously used for the pure r\\ mode3-11.12,

treating ions and trapped electrons in a symmetrical fashion. We thereby

obtain a system of fourth degree containing two reactive fluid instabilities,

the rii mode enhanced by electron trapping (ubiquitous mode) and a new

collisionless trapped electron mode. The new mode has a dispersion rela-

tion simi'ar to the toroidal T|e mode7 but occurs for wavelengths much

longer than the ion Larmor radius.

The new system also contains the equilibration when LT > Ln (r\ < 1) and the

overall relaxation for small enough Ln/Lu. It furthermore gives rise to

particle or heat pinch effects when such are needed to speed up the relaxa-

tion. Such effects have been observed experimentally for a long time and

were discussed in Refs 15, 17 and 18.

The heat pinch effects for r\e ~ m = r\ occur for T| « 1. In this regime each of

the uncoupled branches are stable. The instability in this regime is due to

a coupling between the branches and driven by compressibility effects that

for the uncoupled branches would be stabilizing.



The fluid model used r s been found to be in good agreement with kinetic

theory19 and is valid Tor arbitrary Ln/Lu . This model has made it possible

to perform fully noilinear mode coupling simulations previously for the

pure T|i mode11 and rr ,v for the full system containing the r|i branch and

the new trapped electron branch. Good agreement between mode coupling

simulations and quasil'near theory has been obtained.

2 . FORMULATION

We will here apply the '.wo fluid theory previously developed to study the

pure Tji mode to the trapped electrons as well as to the ions. For the ion

fluid the continuity and energy equations are written

+ V ( n ) + V ( ) + V [ ( + ) ] O (1)

i + P i ^ - v i = - V - q i (2 )

where

VE= gf( exV«t»),e= g-, ".i = —g{e xVP)

is the diamagnetic drift, ~vTl\ is the stress tensor drift vp; is the ion

polarization drift and q i; the diamagnetic heat flow q*

It fulfils the condition

(4)



where VD is the magnetic drift (sum of VB and curvature drift).

Thus it contributes to the other curvature terms in (2). Parallel ion motion

is neglected in this model. This is reasonable for the fastest growing modes

at k2p2 - 0.1 For smaller k2p2 the growthrate decreases and turns into a

damping rate when kinetic effects are included (ion Landau damping). This

effect is modelled in the simulations as a low k damping. For large k2p2

the damping associated with perpendicular ion viscosity has been included.

The trapped electrons are treated as a fluid with an associated density

(8net) and temperature (5Tet) perturbation. Observing that the trapped

electrons do not contribute to the parallel current (V«(nvne)=0), the

description of the electrons is similar to eqs (1-2).

(5)

(6)

For the electrons the FLR effects have been omitted.

Here, the electron magnetic drift voe should be interpreted as bounce

averaged. The total electron response can be written

5n. 8na 8nrf

-n^ = f,-i7 + (i-fJ-r£ (7)
no "« nrf

where nef is the density of free (passing) electrons and ft is the fraction of

trapped electrons net- The passing electrons are allowed to reach a Boltz-

mann distribution
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Using quasineutrality,

611̂  (9)

the ion density perturbation can be eliminated from eqs (1, 2) and we are

left with four evolution equations for the fields. The system is given in Sec.

5 where the time evolution is followed by numerical simulations. The

nonlinearities retained are the convective E x B nonlinearity and the

Hasegawa-Mima nonlinearity associated with the ion polarization drift.

3 . LINEAR DISPERSION RELATION

In Ref. 12 it was shown how a local linear dispersion relation results for the

pure r|i mode in the electrostatic limit when parallel ion motion was

neglected. In the electrostatic case the same dispersion relation is obtained

by neglecting parallel ion motion in the strong ballooning limit.7 This leads

to the modes with the largest growth rates and the curvature terms are to

be evaluated at the symmetry point at the outside of the flux surface. It is

straightforward to take the same limit for the present system. The disper-

sion relation thus obtained may be written in the form

l-ft (10)



where

en = 2Ln/LB

and

This equation shows the symmetry between ions and trapped electrons

explicitly. This symmetry becomes complete in the limit k2p2 =o and ft = 1.

This is also the most unstable limit since the free electrons have a

stabilizing influence. The dispersion relation (10) has two branches that

may be unstable. For ft = 0 we recover the toroidal TI, branch as described

in Ref. 12. The same branch, but with a reduced free electron response, is

recovered for Ne » Nj and the denominators Nc and Nj play a similar role as

those in the dispersion relation for a beam plasma system so for modes

propagating in the ion drift direction, Ni < Ne while N e<Ni for modes

propagating in the electron drift direction. The modes become uncoupled

when the inequalities are strong. Thus for Ni » Ne we obtain the new

trapped electron branch described by the dispersion relation

2 T * t 10 1 5 7 A f 7 5 ^

This mode is symmetric to the r|i mode and becomes unstable for large i\e.

It it similar to the toroidal collisionless r\t mode found in Ref 7. (the ion

density perturbation is neglected) but occurs for k 2 p 2 « 1 and depends

sensitively on the fraction of trapped electrons ft. It propagates in the ion

drift direction for small en and in the electron drift direction for larger £„

(typical case) which is the reverse behaviour as compared to the r|j mode.

It is also interesting to note that electron trapping introduces an instability

driven by the electron temperature gradient (T|e). This is in a natural way
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associated with electron temperature relaxation, i.e. a Xe- Clearly the pure

trapped electron mode, as the ru mode, cannot give particle transport. The

particle transport thus has to be seen as being due to a coupling between

the two branches. This is also true for the presence of an instability for m -

T|e = T| < 1- For ft < 1 the electron branch dominates for small TJ. If we

denote the ion part of (10) by A and include it in (11) we obtain the formal

solution

1/2

a-)

where

^ = l-ft-A

The ion response thus adds up to the adiabatic part of the electron

response. For the purpose of identifying an instability it is sufficient to

substitute a real frequency into A. It then turns out that in the unstable

regime for TH < 1, T|e < 1 we have \ < 0. This means that we have an instabil-

ity that is driven by the compressibility effects that are otherwise

stabilizing. The term 7en % I 3 in fact comes from a sum of V-v* and V«q*

effects in the energy equation. A particularly simple solution is obtained

when en is approaching the upper stability limit for small r). In this case

co « COD so that for small k2p2

—

and



Then

and (12) turns into an explicit solution for a mode driven by

compressibility effects when

Furthermore, it turns out that for ft < 1 the TIJ branch dominates for large

en . Then, neglecting the trapped electron response we can derive a

stability criterion for large en of the form

This stability criterion is of a particular interest for explaining the good

confinement in the H-mode regime where typically c n » 1- The

corresponding threshold for the pure r\\ mode is obtained by taking ft = 0 in

(13). This condition is also obtained in the limit en » 1 from the more

general threshold in Ref. 12 and was given explicitly in Ref. 11. The stable

regime for large en was discussed in Ref. 3 in the context that it leads to

stability near the axis. The implications for a threshold of this type for H

mode confinement were discussed in Refs 7-11 while the transition from

dissipative type instabilities to reactive instabilities for large en was

discussed in Ref. 20. The derivation of a condition of the type (13) requires

a theory val'J for Ln » LB . In this limit GO ~ ©D SO no expansion in CODAO is

allowed. This requires either a kinetic theory7-10 or the unexpanded fluid

model of Ref. 12 and 16 which was also used in Refs 3, 11 and 19.
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A recent comparison between these two models19 showed that the thres-

holds were in good agreement for t < 4. For larger x the kinetic model has a

smaller T|i threshold but a growthrate that is exponentially small in the

region between the kinetic and fluid thresholds. The kinetic instability in

the intermediate regime is of a dissipative nature so that the condition (13)

in fact gives the condition for onset of the strong reactive fluid instability.

A stability plot for ft = 0.5, k2p2 = 0.1 and r|e = m = rj is shown in Fig. 1.

Figs 2a,b show the eigenfrequencies for t|e = T|, = 2 and T|e = "Hi = 0.2

respectively. At the higher value the ion modes (o)r/(o*e < 0) dominate

while at the lower value the unstable modes have electron mode character

(<or/co*e > 0). In Fig. 2c an illustration of the x-dependence of the mode

frequencies is given (compare with Figs. 8a,b).

4. QUASILINEAR DIFFUSION

In order to derive the quasilincar diffusion we proceed in the same way as

in Ref. 11.

The thermal flux is obtained as

where VE is the E B drift and 5Tj is given by

8 T j = ^ T j - — - — ^ - T ^ (14)

The diffusion coefficient is then obtained by Fick's law as
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The saturation level is obtained by balancing the linear growth with the

dominant convective nonlinearity in the energy and continuity equations,

i.e.

—>
= v E • V 8T (energy equation)

or

Y5n=vEV5n ( c o n t e q u a t i o n )

Replacing now the gradient by a typical inverse length (in real space) we

may cancel the temperature and density perturbations thus obtaining the

same condition from both equations. Expressing the inverse length as an

effective k we obtain the saturation level

where x corresponds to the radial coordinate. Then, replacing the sums

over k space by one single component, equal to the "average" k which we

take to be the fastest growing mode we obtain the following diffusion coef-

ficients

2 10 2 1 Y/k,° f} * f AJ
[ +Y2
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2 2
(16b)

06c)

where we may express Aj in terms of © = co/(o*e

* 1 f - 2 f - 2 , „ - f l * ^ 10 ^ 5 2f 8 , 2
e= m ffl L w ( e ° " 1 H m ^ l T " 2 T l e " T E n / f T 6 » I ~I+3Tle+"3

Jfefafc) (16c)
(16f)

and

- f- - ^0^+ |4)2+ 4^(ot- f e j (16g)

These transport coefficients are, as will be shown later, in good agreement

with fully nonlinear mode coupling simulations. In the limit ft -»0 we have

Xe = D = 0 while Xi turn», into the thermal conductivity derived in Ref. 11.

The diffusion coefficients (16a-c) have the property discussed above that

Ln , L-Ti and Lxe tend to become equilibrated. This can eventually be
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accomplished by means of negative flows (pinch effects). The total

pressure flux is, however, always outward, i.e.

rp = <5p VEX> = n rTi + n TTe + (Tt + Te) Tn > 0 (17)

This condition which is necessary in order to have an overall relaxation is

always automatically fulfilled by the coefficients (16) and is below shown

to be rigorously fulfilled for the fully nonlinear system ( see Sec. 5 ). This

also means that at most two of the fluxes r-n, Fxe and r n can be negative.

While particle pinch effects occur already for moderate r\ > 1 and are

commonly observed in tokamaks, heat pinch effects typically require r\ <

0.5 . They are likely to occur in connection wiih pellet fuelling experiments

where they may explain the rapid peaking of the temperature profile

following the peaking of the density profile as seen experimentally. A pure

ion or electron heat pinch can occur if Lxi and Lje differ strongly. Again of

course the pinch effect would have an equilibrating influence. The general

coupling between particle and heat transport, roughly described by a

tendency for equilibration of the scale lengths, gives the system a stiffness

that may account for profile consistency.

For the energy flux the stabilizing compressibility effects (V-v and Vq) in

the energy equation have a general tendency to give pinch effects. This

effect is particularly pronounced for V-v. For V«q this tendency is clear only

for ft < 0.5. An interesting aspect of the pinch effects is shown when we

write
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dT fdT T2 „ 10 2 , . 1 dn

(18a)

Here we can see that the heat pinch flux is proportional to the density

gradient while the outward flux is proportional to the temperature

gradient. This means that we have a kind of competition between

temperature and particle relaxation. For the particle flux we obtain

similarly

-|ell(!(V (7-5

where the part proportional to dT/dr is inward when co < 5 en / 3 which is

usually the case (it is always fulfilled for modes propagating in the ion drift

direction).

This result is analogous to that obtained in Ref. 15 for the slab branch of T]J

modes with dissipation. We note, however, that in our case also the flux

proportional to dn/dr can become negative for large en.

An interesting case to study from the symmetry point of view is large en,

ft ~ 1, small k2p2 and T|J = r|e = "H large enough for instability. In this limit

the two branches have cori ~ - cor2 and yi ~ yi In particular we find for en=
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3, T) = 3.9, k2p2 = 0.0001 and ft = 0.9999 the solution tor ~ 40 for the

electron branch and 7 ~ 10. In this case both branches give particle pinch

effects although the part proportional to dTe/dr for the electron branch is

outward ( D / Xe = -3.)

We have evaluated the radial profiles of the diffusion coefficients (16) for a

few experimental n and T profiles. In Fig. 3a we show a TEXTOR profile

with only Ohmic heating (from Ref. 3) and in Fig. 3b a JET profile with off

axis RF heating.

In the TEXTOH case also the dissipative trapped electron mode is active

(collision dominated) so Xc and D have to be modified. The addition of the

here derived D (eq.(16c)) to that from the dissipative trapped electron

mode, however, gives rough agreement with the experimentally observed

particle transport. For the JET profile the Xi and Xe have the correct

magnitude in the interior parts. It seems also that recent developments in

the measurement of T; confirm roughly the magnitude of Xi/Xe.

5 . SIMULATION RESULTS

The results in this section are based on a numerical simulation of the

system (9). The emphasis is on the scaling properties of the diffusion coef-

ficients and their relation to the quasilinear results of section 4. Trans-

forming into dimensionless variables in k-space, the model equations can

be written

^•8netk = -ikyf t<|)k-ikyen {5netk + ft8Tetk-ft<j)k}-Yd5netk (19a)
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8netk

The unit of time is to*1 = Ln/ cs and the unit of length is p s .

The system (19) obeys the turbulent conservation laws

(19b)

iky £„ { (1 - f t ) ( 1 + 1/t )<t>k + 8 ^ + (1 + 1/x) 8nelk + ft8Tclk} +

-> -+ -» k2 - k2

(19d)

where
df _ 3f

and the fields have been normalized as
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(20)
k

and

• — D +

where use has been made of the conservation property of convective non-

linearities, i.e.

J d3xf(e xV(p)Vf=0

for any f. Here, the instantaneous diffusivities (not averaged) enter. The

relation (21) applied to a stationary state (i.e. d/dt = 0) shows that the total

flux, Tp = <5P V£x> is always positive (outward).

The numerical simulations are entirely similar to those reported in Ref.ll.

Starting with a k-spectrum -ath randomly distributed phases at noise

level, the time integration of eq. (19) was performed with a predictor-cor-

rector method. A fully de-aliased spectral method was used on a 64 x 64

grid spanning -1.8^ kx, ky ^1.8. The time step was chosen to maintain the

conservation relations (20, 21) to within a few percent. We have taken the

background profiles to be stationary, i.e. quasilinear saturation mechanisms

are omitted.
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The incorporation of artificial damping rates was discussed in Refs. [11,17]

and only a brief account is given here. We have used an absorbing mantle

at high wave numbers to truncate the spectrum, i.e. Y = Y<x, above k = k^.

Here, k = 1.5 and Y = 2 was found to be convenient. The inclusion of the

nonlinear ion polarization drift is known to lead to inverse cascading, thus

making a low-k damping necessary for a stationary state to develop. As in

earlier treatments [11,17], we have used 7 ^oO^iAo) for ' k i l < ko. where

ko = 0.5 and Yo = 0.6 in our simulations. We focus here on the scaling

properties of the diffusion coefficients and the validity of quasilinear

theory. Dimensional considerations show that the diffusivities must scale

as

(22)

The scalings with temperature and magnetic field are thus fixed as

D, xe>i - T^/B2 (23)

Here, the scaling properties of the function f is investigated. We consider

L B as a constant and write Ln = en LB / 2 in eq. (22).

In Fig. 4 the time evolution of the normalized fields are followed for r| = 3 ,

t = en = 1 and ft = 0.5. The corresponding values of the diffusivities (in

units of P.Cj/Ln) are given by; %t = 1.8, Xi = 15.3 and D = -3.2. The ion thermal

conductivity is the dominant loss mechanism as is usually the case for

positive heat fluxes.
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Fig. 5a confirms the presence of heat pinch effects for small n =rji = r|e. The

quasilinear expressions give a good agreement with the simulations down

to values of en ~ 0.4 as shown in Fig. 5b. For the present value of r\, only

the trapped electron branch is unstable. The growthrate becomes

comparable to the real frequency for en -* 0.2 thus making quasilinear

results questionable for small en. Fig. 6a gives the corresponding scalings

for r| = 2. The quasilinear results are given in Fig. 6b. Here, the m mode

dominates except for en < 0.2. Both quasilinear results and the simulations

show the presence of a particle pinch. The chosen parameter values

correspond to typical tokamak profiles making the present particle pinch

relevant for present-day tokamaks (ef Figj^a^).

The favourable en scaling of Xi found in the case of pure rn modes11, is also

found for the other diffusion coefficients. Since en incieases towards the

centre region of a tokamak, this increases the possibility of achieving radial

profiles of D and % in agreement with experiments.

The fraction of trapped electrons, ft, however, is also a function of radius

and varies as ft = (2 e/(l + e ) )1/2, £ = r/R. This will destabilize the modes

towards the edge and also increases the transport in this region. This is

shown in Figs. 7a,b for TJ = 2 and T = en = 1. The quasilinear results are

given in Fig. 7b. Linear theory suggests that the quasilinear expressions

are valid for ft < 0.7, which is in good agreement with the obtained results.

However, the inclusion of electron trapping has made the instability

stronger thus limiting the region of applicability of quasilinear theory.

The scaling of the diffusivities with x is presented in Figs. 8a,b. The results

show the favourable scaling of the energy transport with x favouring

tokamak operation in the hot ion mode. This effect is more pronounced in
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the in pure rji.mode -ituation1 * since here the trapped electron mode gives

a relatively large contribution to the transport for T < 1.

6. DISCUSSION

As pointed out in the introduction, the reactive type of drift modes con-

sidered in this work is of a very fundamental nature for magnetic confine-

ment systems. The fully toroidal fluid model used here has made it

possible to simulate the fully nonlinear turbulence of these modes, driven

by temperature gradients and compressibility without expanding in W L B

or in O>D/G>, also when electron trapping is included. The inclusion of elec-

tron trapping has lead to the discovery of a new collisionless trapped elec-

tron mode that is symmetric to the r\i mode and that is driven by the elec-

tron temperature gradient. In the limit of vanishing FLR parameter and

when all electrons are trapped the linear system becomes completely

symmetric with respect to the electron and ion species. At the same time,

however, also another type of symmetry appears. This is a tendency for

large heat flows when "ni = T|e = "n > 1 and large particle flows when r| < 1.

This tendency remains also for realistic numbers of trapped electrons.

When the deviation from r\ = 1 becomes large, negative fluxes of particles

may arise for r\ > 1 and negative heat fluxes may arise for TI < 1. For typical

values of the fraction of trapped electrons, ft the particle pinch effects

occur already at moderate values of i\ and en , present in most tokamak

discharges while the heat pinch occurs typically at r\ < 0.5. Heat pinch

effects are thus expected to occur only at rather extreme conditions such

as, e.g. by pellet fuelling. The rapid peaking of the temperature profile

following the peaking of the density profiles seen in experiments also

supports this picture. Another effect of trapping is that the favourable

dependence of the transport on Tj/Te is reduced. For realistic values of ft,
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we typically have Xi > Ze also for Tj = Te. This tendency has recently been

observed experimentally. The general tendency for equilibration of Ln and

L T is also interesting from a thermodynamic point of view. It is

furthermore interesting to compare with the magnetohydrodynamic

ballooning mode which has several similarities with the toroidal m mode

and which limits the pressure gradient, leaving the relative contributions

from density and temperature gradients free. The present system con-

taining two reactive drift modes removes this degeneracy at the same time

as the results correlate well with recent main experimental trends regard-

ing transport in tokamaks.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1 Stability boundaries of r\ (r,=Tie=ili) as a function of en

(=2Ln/LB) for t = \ ft=0.5 and k2p2=o.l. The signs of the

diffusion coefficients are marked. In the region below

the dotted line Xt < 0 and below the dashed-dotted line

Xi<0.

2a. Eigenfrequencies (normalized to (0*c) versus en for r,=2, x=l,

ft=0.5 and k2p2=o.l.

2b. Same as 2a with T|=0.2.

2c. Eigenfrequencies (normalized to co*e) versus x for i\=3, zn=l,

ft=0.5 and k2p2=o.l.

3a. Radial variation of quasilinear diffusion coefficients for the

TEXTOR-prcfile with t=l , k2p2=o.l and N=1.91 in Ref.3 with

ft = (2e/(l+e))i/2,e=r/R.

3b. Radial variation of quasilinear diffusion coefficients for a JET profile

(shot 8961) with off axis RF heating and central temperature 2.64

keV.

4. Time evolution of the trapped electron density and temperature

perturbations for m=3, ft=0.5 and x=en=l.
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5a. Numerically obtained en scaling of the diffusion coefficients for

TI=0.1, x=l and ft=0.5. The curves show, from top, D, xi and Xe-

5b. Same as Fig. 5a for the quasilinear diffusion coefficients.

6a. Variation of the diffusivities with en for T|=2, X=1 and ft=0.5 as

obtained by numerical simulations.

6b. Quasilinear results for the parameter values given in Fig. 6a.

7a. Numerically obtained scalings of D (bottom), Xi (top) and Xe with the

fraction of trapped electrons, ft, for TI=2, X=1 and en=l.

7b. Same as Fig. 7a with quasilinear theory.

8a. Numerically obtained scalings of D, %i and Xe with x for t|=3,

en=l and ft=0.5.

8b. Same as Fig. 8a obtained by quasilinear theory. The curve on top

shows Xi + Ze-
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